Aquacast Walling
a new multi purpose, interlocking
construction system

ReadyAquawall

Aquacast Enquiries: +44 (0) 7624 240609
CEMEX UK: +44 (0)344 4170360

APPLICATIONS
Flood defence walls
Land reclamation
Sea defence walls for
Harbour and Jetties
River bank reinforcement
Canal bank reinforcement
River /Canal flood defence walls
Traffic partition walls
Land retention

versatile construction method

AQ UAC A S T I N T E R N AT I O N A L

QUALITY AND SERVICE

We have developed a versatile,
innovative new system of
interlocking precast concrete
blocks, specifically designed for
the rapid and simple construction
of retaining walls.

This new revolutionary and fast construction
method offers you a complete solution
including project management. Starting
from the first site inspection and surveys to
manufacturing and final construction.

The blocks have central slots which interlock
with the next course and provide a centrally
pitched series of holes suitable for piling or
filling as required, making this system the
first ready made bore piled retaining wall
of its kind.
This simple and ingenious system comes
in a wide range of sizes, designs and
finishes making it ideal for multiple
functions - from permanent structures
requiring strength, such as Sea defence
walls for Harbours and Jetties and
River bank reinforcement - to temporary
applications like Flood defence walls
and Traffic partitioning where the
requirement is speedy assembly, a barrier
can be constructed quickly and then
easily disassembled for storage when the
requirement has passed.

We have a proven record of satisfaction
on projects that are already completed
for the U.K. Local Authorities and
commercial enterprises.
Our service is backed by fully experienced
geotechnical, structural, architectural,
and civil engineers, providing you with a
combined range of technology that offer
you the best professional expertise armed
with generations of experience.

revolutionary construction method
complete solution
project management
site inspection and surveys
manufacturing
final construction
proven record

STRENGTH & DURABILITY

SIMPLE PRINCIPLE

The strength of the blocks depends on the nature of the application and materials
used for casting. The concrete mixture and steel reinforcement can be varied for
light or heavy applications.

Simple principle showing blocks assembly with
interlocking action allowing piling or filling to
take place

When construction takes place, by overlapping at half block lengths in alternate
directions the reverse slots assembly provides a rigid format with a uniformly pitched
centrally located aperture. These cavities can be filled with various materials to form
permanent or temporary constructions. e.g. Piling can be used at various depths if
further ground stability and strength is required.
The need for excavating foundation trenches is mainly unnecessary and then only for
special applications such as high permanent walls.
o

A 90 L-shape construction method can be used with tie bars through the slot giving
further stabilisation support if required; this method being ideal for confined space
projects and applications such as supporting existing defective walls and structures.
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W1 River / Canal bank reinforcement,
Traffic partition walls land retention,
Flood defence walls
W2 River / Canal bank reinforcement,
Traffic partition walls, Land retention,
Flood defence walls
W3 River/ Canal bank reinforcement,
Traffic partition walls, Land retention,
Flood defence walls
W4 River /Canal bank reinforcement,
Traffic partition walls, Land retention,
Flood defence walls

concrete aggregate is in accordance with British and European specification BS 8500-2
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W5 River / Canal bank reinforcement,
Traffic partition walls, Land retention,
Flood defence walls
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Notes
All dimensions are in mm unless other wise stated ss
1 All steel bar reinforcement shall be to BS4449
2 All fabric reinforcement shall be to BS4483 1985
3 All reinforcement shall be sufficiently supported
4 All concrete shall be c40 with a min opc content of 325 kn/m3
5 All concrete shall be compacted in accordance with BS8110-1985

TYPICAL CONSTRUCTION METHODS

CONSTRUCTION METHODS

Aquacast units are designed for a variety of construction applications.

The diagrams here show the variety of
construction methods using the W cast.
The L shape construction can be easily
formed by the assembly of the Block at 90
degrees to the main structure, S or even ZIG
ZAG formations are now made possible with
Aqua fast cast construction system.

The construction method is directly dependent on the application, taking into consideration
all the relevant structural needs and ground geological factors to determine heights and
formations, the diagrams above shows basic principle and relevant sizes in proportion to
heights to determine construction method, unit sizes can be both metric or Imperial.
The method of construction is extremely fast and simple to understand, material saving and
labour can be reduced significantly compared to other methods.

The maximum weight depends on concrete
compression factor and steel reinforcement
The turn over forces are calculated in
accordance to height, weight and applied
external force.
If required a foundation can be excavated
to suit construction structure depending
on ground, geological density and earth
movement
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The W blocks overlap and interlock not only by shape but also when slots are
reversed in opposite direction, thus forming uniformly pitched holes suitable for
filling with soil, grouting or cementing, Steel rods or piling are optional requirement, apply
only if you need to have deeper foundation penetration, further locking can be accommodated when one
W block is assembled at 90 degree to construction this method is useful for extra
embedment in applications such as river bank enforcement

METHOD 3

V cast

V E R S AT I L I T Y
This is a simple yet ingenious system that can be made very economically, and is available in
various block sizes and configurations offering contractors considerable versatility.
Suitable for both temporary and permanent installations, it’s unique design allows more
blocks to be added to an existing structure which can be dismantled and rebuilt on other
locations without wastage of materials.
The versatility of the system makes it suitable for both permanent or temporary
constructions as it can, if required, be easily disassembled, making it suitable for a
variety of applications such as flood defence walls, retaining walls, river and canal bank
reinforcement, traffic partitioning and permanent or temporary walling.

The strength of the blocks depends on the
nature of the application and materials used
for casting. The concrete mixture and steel
reinforcement can be varied for light or
heavy applications.
The advantage of this block is that it
interlocks by shape and gravitational friction
to form a rigid structure, and whilst 900
assemblies are not possible, it has the
flexibility to be ideal for forming both linear
or curved barrier constructions.
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V1 River / Canal bank reinforcement,
Traffic partition walls land retention,
Flood defence walls
V2 River / Canal bank reinforcement,
Traffic partition walls, Land retention,
Flood defence walls
V3 River/ Canal bank reinforcement,
Traffic partition walls, Land retention,
Flood defence walls
V4 River /Canal bank reinforcement,
Traffic partition walls, Land retention,
Flood defence walls
V5 River / Canal bank reinforcement,
Traffic partition walls, Land retention,
Flood defence walls
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Notes
All dimensions are in mm unless other wise stated ss
1 All steel bar reinforcement shall be to BS4449
2 All fabric reinforcement shall be to BS4483 1985
3 All reinforcement shall be sufficiently supported
4 All concrete shall be c40 with a min opc content of 325 kn/m3
5 All concrete shall be compacted in accordance with BS8110-1985

R E C Y C L E D M AT E R I A L

FINISHES

EASE OF USE

The prime material used is concrete,
reinforced by one or two single U-shape
steel bars that are embedded around
the slot locations.

Various finishes, including stone and
brick are possible, to harmonise with
environmental needs.

The most popular size of block with a wide
range of applications is the 400 x 400 x 100mm.
This size has proved useful for several
retaining walls, for river and canal bank
reinforcements, landslides, sea defences and
traffic partitions. The block weighs 35kg,
which puts it within the health and safety limit
for a two man handling operation without the
need of machinery.

Recycled materials such as power station ash,
crushed aggregates, glass and tyre rubber
can also be successfully used - depending
on the requirement.

A further environmental feature is that the
designed slots in the blocks form cavities
which can be either filled or will encourage
vegetation growth when filled with soil.

Whatever size block is required, lifting sockets
are provided in the casting to make machinery
lifting easier in waterlogged land, canals and
rivers. Due to the flexible precast nature of
the design, precise location is easily
accomplished, even on constructions
starting below water level.

Cast rangee

SUPPORT
lf you require any further technical details
that are not included in this publication or
if you would like to arrange an initial site
inspection please contact us immediately.

LOW CARBON BLOCKS
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Sales and Technical Enquiries.
Z al Kahzrajie
Telephone
01624 835 007
Mobile
07624 240 609
zak@aquacast-international.com
or zak@aquacastinternational.com
Sales & Marketing
Chloris Flint
Telephone UK
+44 (0) 787 725 6294
Philippines:
+63 (0) 947 504 8256
chloris@aquacastinternational.com

Director of R&D
Ken Sexton
Telephone
01624 840754
Mobile
07624 497471
ken@aquacastinternational.com
Technical Director
Thomas Edward Smith
Telephone
01624 836111
Mobile
07624 437819
tom.smith@manx.net
We also have offices in the Middle
East and New Zealand.

www.aquacastinternational.com

V BLOCKS

We have, in cooperation with, Rural Industries, Colas group IOM, Sita IOM and the IOM Department
of Waste Management DOI, have all collaborated in the successful development of an Aquacast low
carbon W block, and we have extended this manufacturing to cover our full range of slabs, curbs
and V blocks. The blocks are now manufactured and stored in large quantities by Rural Industries,
Douglas, IOM, and other manufacturers throughout the UK, please contact Aquacast for your
nearest manufacturer.
Each W Block comprises 10% of refined incinerator bottom ash, mixed with 90 % concrete
aggregate and steel reinforcement to produce a robust cast which meets all BS specifications
required for building regulations.

e

e

W CAST

S TA N L E Y C A S T V A R I A N T 1

V CAST

S TA N L E Y C A S T V A R I A N T 2

DOUBLE V CAST

CIRCULAR CAST

THE CAST RANGE

HOLLOW CAST

S Q UA R E C A S T VA R I A N T 1

FILL CAST

S Q UA R E C A S T VA R I A N T 2

SQUARE FILL CAST

O C TA G O N C A S T

Copyrights on all designs are reserved by aquacast international ltd

Cage or tube
Construction direction
0

Steel cage or tube, or plastic tube
depending on application

C
Construction direction
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Square Blocks
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GROUND LEVEL
P

Plan view of columns and
Shape options

VERTICAL CONSTRUCTION
The Diagrams above shows a selection of vertical construction blocks
designed specifically for applications such as vertical design columns and
support structures.
Often with current conventional methods, the need for shuttering and
steel reinforcement, wet concrete pouring, waiting for the concrete to
set and dismantling the shuttering, is a time consuming process and can
take days even if weather conditions are favourable.
This extremely time consuming process can be eliminated simply by
using the aquacast method of vertical construction blocks.
Our system utilizes an ingenious vertical guiding support in the centre
of each cast – steel tube or cage – that can be used as a reinforcing
material if needed. One simply assembles the blocks with the slots
interlocking in opposing directions around the guiding support, and
continuation of this action will immediately form a uniform and rigid
vertical structure rising to any required height.

1000x100x500 V Blocks used to stop river bank
erosion and support.

Coastal erosion

The blocks are manufactured in various standard sizes
and designs for various uses but can also be easily
custom manufactured to suit any specific requirement
you may have.
This method is very fast and can redefine prices for
time and material costs up to 50% in some cases.
Other advantages of this method is that the
construction can take place below water level –
rising above water level as needed.
Further blocks can be added to, or taken away
from, the original structure at a later date if required.
Concrete mixture can also be used in the centre
holes or between the blocks to form a permanent
rigid structure.

Interest from as far as China. Shanghai Business delegation
visiting Aquacast Sites on the IOM

This is an 8 year Old demountable
W cast wall, Hilton hotel and palace cinema
main road entrance Douglas IOM.

These pictures show an interlocking
demountable W Cast wall after an impact.

Traffic
application
T R A F F I C A P P L I C AT I O N

Wall straightened
after collision.

S YS T E M O F F E R S

This simple, yet ingenious system can be made very
economically, and offers contractors considerable
useful versatility.

imposing barrier for drivers.

The adaptability of the system makes it suitable for
both permanent or temporary installations as it can,
if required, be easily disassembled, making it ideal for
traffic partitioning both permanent or temporary.

minimises damage to vehicle.

It’s unique design allows more blocks to be added to as
required or can be dismantled and relocated without
wastage of materials.
It has been shown especially effective in situations
where pedestrian safety is at risk by drivers not
observing road markings.

the following
pages demonstrate
situations showing
V and W block usage

absorbs impact.

long lasting.
can be supplied with or without
reflecting cat eyes.
traffic islands.
traffic roundabouts.
sand barrier wall.

Traffic barrier

1000 400x85mm
low carbon W blocks used to
halt erosion on a river bank
at Injebreck Reservoir IOM.

Retaining Walls

V E R S AT I L E
A powerful and structurally sound
option for almost any situation
requiring retaining walls, be that for
land, coastal or river erosion.

FA S T A S S E M B LY F O R
land slide stabilization.
instant piling option giving
strong structural support.
retaining walls.
sea defence.
foundation not always necessary.

I000mm V Blocks constructed speedily to
stop land slide and support a bridge in an
environmentally sensitive location at the
River Diggel in Oldham, Lancashire.

One meter W Blocks retaining wall for an access road.

Larger
W Blocks at
the works

Flood defence

FLOOD RISK ASSESSMENT & DEFENCES

S U I TA B L E F O R

Very quickly and easily assembled - these
blocks are ideal for sub toe fast response
emergencies requiring strength and durability.
Excellent for general rapid river and canal
bank enforcement to combat floods and
land slides

river and canal bank-reinforcement.

Ideally the construction is back filled to
ensure integrity, or scalpings can be used to
accommodate drainage making the blocks a
good option for Flood Risk Assessment
and management.

shoreline or riverbank groyne construction.

embankment restructuring / back filled.
easily constructed into curves to
accommodate the bends in a river.

sea defence.
quickly erected - speedily backfilled.
flumes / Weirs.

Low carbon W Blocks used as a rapid flood defence method in river bank enforcement.

Gardening & patio

COST EFFECTIVE

IDEAL FOR...

For use in the garden garden you can let your imagination run wild...
You can inset custom solar lighting into the spaces in the blocks for
an illuminated patio or barbecue area - pack the spaces with soil to
encourage plant growth for an attractive wall garden, or just enjoy the
clean functional lines of the original.

instant ponds and lakes
general landscape gardening
split level / steps / retaining walls
raised flower beds

Our W Blocks are now made and stocked in large quantities, and come
in various finishes ready for any use you wish.

wind screens
partitioning areas
utilities / bins / compost
fast erection of conservatories,
garages, sheds and barns.

Instant W block wall Left, showing solar lighting for patio Right, with interlocking troughs.

Larger constructions

GUARD-ALL™

FLEXIBILITY

Aquacast is currently in a joint development
with Guard-All™ who are innovative
building solutions LLC engineers, an
innovative company that specialise in
the manufacturing and installation of a
wide variety of steel-framed structures,
clad with your choice of sophisticated
building materials.

If you have a requirement for a larger structure,
be it a shade or weather protection
structure, an architectural icon, equestrian
centre, athletic facility, aircraft hangar
or shade, remediation facility or even a
commodities storage structure please get in
touch and we will advise you and put you in
contact with Guard-All™ directly.

The joint development utilises the strength
and versatility of our blocks, as one of the
options for the wall / base structure that
the roofs will be locked to.

The structures are designed for both
temporary and permanent applications, and
can be deployed anywhere in the world.

S T R U C T U R E S AVA I L A B L E
warehouses.
aircraft hangers.
commodities storage facilities.
barns and covered animal pens.
athletic facilities.
water treatment plant.
equine facility.
dairy facility.
temporary shelter after
natural disasters.

These Guard-All versatile structures can be left open for shade and weather cover, or be part or fully enclosed.
The steel roofing can be clad in a variety of materials including Shadesure®, Woven HDPE, PVC and PTFE panels.
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Injebreck Reservoir Project
Fig 2.

Fig 5.

Fig 3.

Fig 4.

Client: IOM government
Project Objective:
Enhancement and strengthening
of river banks to inhibit erosion from
fast flowing water.
Fig 1. shows expensive conventional concrete wall.
Fig 2. and 3. Shows work commencing on an
aquacast wall construction at the same location, the method using fast dry precast 1 meter x
400mm x 85 mm w Blocks and 50mm diameter
steel pins to stop landslide.
Excavation for foundation was unnecessary.

TECHNICAL ENQUIRIES
Zuair Al Kahzrajie

Telephone + 44 (0) 1624 835 007
Mobile
07624 240 609
zak@aquacastinternational.com
UK SALES

Fig 4. Shows the construction nearing completion
successfully enhancing river banks from fast water
flow erosion.

Steve O’Hara
Telephone
07624 257 256
info@aquacastinternational.com

Fig 5. Shows the completed project.

LO N D O N A R E A A N D P H I LIPPINES

Completed in 2009.

Miss Chloris Bolívar
Telephone
0044 787 725 6294
Mobile
00632 463 8339
info@aquacastinternational.com

Aquacast International
Aquacast system is
patent protected and all copy
rights are reserved

Glen Chass Lodge, Glen Chass
Port St Mary, Isle Of Man IM9 5PW
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INJBRECK RESERVOIR PROJECT
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Keeowdhoo Reservoir Project
Fig 2.

Fig 4.

Hi ,
Agree with you
Keep My contact as the Md and technical questions
Head of sales ,Steve O'Hara
Marketing Partner Chliors Bolivar
,Leave Freyer for now
Thanks
Z

Fig 3.

Client: IOM Government Water Authority UK
Due to high water level increase the reservoir suffered from
serious embankment erosion and land slide.

Project Objective:
To reinforce reservoir embankment and to be able
to meet the increased water holding capacity of the
reservoir by a substantial Margin.
The area is a sensitive nature spot used frequently for
fishing, and the lakes eroded embankments were making
this unsafe. Any construction work having to take this into
consideration to inhibit water contamination and protect
the fish habitat.
The Aquacast clean pre-cast method was chosen as it does
not involve on site concrete mixing, being held by interlocking and gravity friction, protecting the embankment by
stopping erosion, the added advantage being the cavities
encouraging fish habitat and green growth
Using dry pre-cast Aquacast 1 meter x 400 mm x 85mm
concrete W Blocks, the construction was very swift, and
successfully completed in half the time of conventional
concrete mix methods.

Aquacast system is
patent protected and all copy
rights are reserved

No water pollution
No wastage of material and labour
Pre-cast construction not effected by weather conditions
Substantial cost saving in both material and labour

TECHNICAL ENQUIRIES
Zuair Al Kahzrajie
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UK SALES
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Cornfield Bridge Project.
Fig 5.

Fig 6. 2009

Fig 2.

Fig 3.

Fig 4.

Client: Oldham Metropolitan Council
Grater Manchester UK government
The waters of Diggel Brook had eroded the banks,
threatening the collapse of the Cornfield bridge.
Previously, several conventional methods had been tried but
failed before Aquacast were contacted.

Project Objective:
Enhancement and strengthening of the river banks to inhibit
erosion and halt the ruminant collapse of the bridge.
Aquacast successfully used 1 meter x 1 meter V blocks
reinforcing embankment and supporting the bridge at the
same time, saving the bridge from eminent collapse and the
substantial cost of rebuilding.

Telephone + 44 (0) 1624 835 007
Mobile
07624 240 609
zak@aquacastinternational.com

Commendation was received from Oldham Metropolitan
council for a record project completion time achievement
of 14 days, the construction can be seen to this day as an
outstanding achievement of the system.
Fig 1. and 2. Showing factory and installation in 2006 the construction was clean without causing any concrete
contamination.

Steve O’Hara
Telephone
07624 257 256
info@aquacastinternational.com

Fig 3., 4., 5. &, 6. Demonstrating the cavity’s formed in the
construction, helping marine life and encouraging the natural
growth of plants... Photos taken 2009.

Aquacast system is
patent protected and all copy
rights are reserved
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Completed in 2006

CORNFIELD BRIDGE PROJECT
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Industrial estate Project
Fig 2.

Fig 6.

Fig 3.

Client: Rural Industries LTD

Fig 4. & 5

Project Objective:
To make instant retaining walls with back fill generate
Access roads to land that is considered to being difficult
and too low level for large industrial estate.
This project is also considered to be a good example of
of how to rapidly stop large land slides.
Using 1 meter x 400 mm x 85 W Blocks, the construction
started without the need for excavating foundation.
Utilizing the piling option, fast construction took place using
50mm diameter M steel bars which passed through the
W blocks centre holes. This option of pining was an added
advantage to overcome and withstand turn over forces after
filling, resisting a static load estimated to be in the region of
8896443.2565 Newton.
Fig 1. & 2. Foundation completed
With added touch of instant plants to form green wall
Fig 3. & 6. The wall and road stand 3 meters high used by
constant heavy and light commercial vehicles.
Fig 4. & 5. With added touch of instant plants to form green wall
Completed in 2004

Aquacast system is
patent protected and all copy
rights are reserved
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RURAL INDUSTRIES LTD PROJECT

material & work
specification guidelines
Unlike other block systems used for retaining walls that are limited to one size, one application, one finish, one
principle with limited height and staggered construction restrictions, Aquacast new retaining walls system is
unique, simple and economical.

Its rapid and flexible application offers a unique opportunity in retaining walls manufactured in many sizes, designs,
and finishes to suit a variety off uses. It is the only system that offers an extra unique option of pining or piling if
required; a useful principle when building in confined spaces or for high walls, landslides, deep ground penetration
without the need for foundation it allows construction to move or change in direction without restriction.
ALL that you need for from a retaining walls system, it is described as ingenious and versatile by the (ABE) the
Association of Building Engineers, the highest building institute in the UK.
GUIDE LINES AND REQUIREMENTS
The listed guidelines below are designed to give you all the options that you need from the Aquacast retaining
walls construction system.
A. Application
1. In cases where a rapid application is required for emergencies such as flood prevention, sea defence,
landslides, commonsense must be applied; the system after all is demountable and can be dismantled
or left permanent.
2. For permanent applications such as floods, sea defences and anti-landslide walls, reservoirs, lakes,
harbour and jetties, where load may be applied, please consult our design office or any authorised and
qualified consulting engineers; drawing preparation may be required and structural calculation may be
needed.
3. In the case of simple emergency demountable flood prevention walls, no restrictions is applied; just
follow the overlapping and interlocking principle using ordinary sand in between courses.
4. If the construction is of a permanent nature and is subjected to loading or applied force, all work
must be carried out by suitably qualified construction/engineering firm; the work must be completed
to structural engineer’s rules and design drawings recommendations, this will also include the
implementation of risk assessment, method statement and fallow UK health and safety regulation
act 1974.
B. Design selection
Aquacast systems offers several designs to suit a variety of applications, the selection of design size and finish in
order to provide a solution, must be done by suitably qualified authorised engineers and installers.
C. Material used and specifications
CEMEX UK Materials are the authorised partner for Aquacast in the UK. They are responsible for the manufacture,
delivery of the Aquacast blocks and providing sales and technical support on individual projects. Product Data
and COSHH data sheets are available upon request.CEMEX have full ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 Accreditation
Contact Details
Quotations and Technical Advice: Mark.Norton@cemex.com
Production and Manufacture: Barrie.March@cemex.com

Telephone: 07702 725 565
Telephone: 07917 271 470

frequently asked questions
1. What is the Aquacast system?
The Aquacast wall system is a unique
design of interlocking concrete blocks
manufactured in various sizes to suit
various retaining wall applications.
2. Is the system patented,
Yes. The system is covered by European
and worldwide patent protection.
3. What are the manufacturing materials
and what are the finishes?
The standard concrete is a designed mix
produced on a press utilising primary
aggregates, Portland cement and a
polyfibre. This ensures consistency in
quality to a uniform dimension.
Should specialised materials or finishes
be required these will be wet cast to suit
particular environmental conditions.
4. What are the applications?
Flood defence, rivers, canal and lake
bank reinforcement, land stabilisation,
land reclamation, land escaping in
leisure gardens and parks, traffic
partition wall, coastal erosion, sea
defence, harbours and jetties.
5. What are the manufactured sizes?
This depends on the required
application. Please see brochure for list
of sizes.
6. What is the main and unique principle
of Aquacast design system?
The unique principle of Aquacast
system is the slots provided in the
design of the blocks. During
construction of the wall and when
the block polarity is reversed the
slots become aligned enabling steel

reinforcements to be correctly
positioned. These holes are suitable
for filing, pining or piling, depending
on application.

by the Environment Agency. Further
advice can be provided for particular
applications depending on whether the
installation is temporary or permanent.

7. When is piling or pining are used or
required?
Piling or pinning can be used when
the wall structures are subjected to
turnover loads or other forces, when
the wall structure is built high for
enhanced stabilisation, or when
in construction of fast water river
banks, landslide stabilisation and
land reclamation.

11. Can construction be assembled in
different formation?
Yes. The Aquacast system can be
assembled in various ways; the chamfers
design offers the flexibility of construction
direction change, a curve or 90° angle, for
example. This method is ideal for river
bank reinforcement applications
(see brochure for methods of installation).

8. Are the casts reinforced?
The pressed blocks are manufactured
using a polyfibre to assist with shrinkage
and handling characteristics. More
bespoke wet cast units may require
additional steel reinforcement which
would be designed by a structural
engineer. Each application should be
discussed with Aquacast designers
to ensure the correct level of
reinforcement.
9. Is the construction permanent?
Yes. It is also demountable.
10. Will Aquacast system retain water,
and how?
Yes. The wall system can be made with
various water retaining membranes
and materials to ensure water is
retained. Furthermore, the system
is flexible and can be used with a
number of different jointing systems.
These have been tested at the
Flood Chamber by Aquobex to the
PASS standard which is sponsored

12. Is stock available and what is the
production capacity?
Stock is normally available; however we
are able to produce up to 6,000 units
per day on individual contracts.
13. What is the price per meter or per
cast?
Prices are available upon request based
on unit selection and delivery address.
CEMEX or Aquacast will provide a
delivered price or collect price quotation
for any contract in the UK or overseas.
14. Who will design applications
solutions?
Aquacast can upon request provide
blocks design recommendations and
initial design solutions in collaboration
with authorised consulting engineers.
15. Is the product guaranteed?
All products are guaranteed subject
to contract terms and conditions and
application.
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The design and development of the new Aquacast system, has been an ongoing evolution process since 2001 with 100% successful
application recorded.
Originally designed for retaining walls, however, by adding the slots in the design at a later date, this addition made the system unique
and suitable for usage in a variety of applications.
The frequently asked questions page has been prepared to address most commonly asked questions, however, if you require further
information, please do not hesitate to contact me on my email address or telephone number for further advice or clarification.
Zuhair Yassien Al Kahzrajie (aka Zak), Managing Director Aquacast International Ltd

A NEW MULTI PURPOSE INTERLOCKING CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM

ReadyAquawall
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